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Abstract— Learning regression-based machine learning mod-
els for computer vision problems is a challenging task due to
noisy features, variation in pose and illumination, occlusion,
etc. Typically the problem is compounded by the non-uniform
distribution of labels in the training data, resulting in parts of
the label space that suffer from data sparsity and a problem
of label imbalance in general. Deep Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) have shown remarkable success on a number
of computer vision tasks such as object classification and
face recognition. However, they too suffer from sparse and
imbalanced training datasets for regression problems, even
when those datasets are very large. Cumulative Attributes
have previously been proposed to address the issue of label
imbalance, but to date this concept has not been integrated
with Deep Learning. In this work, we propose a CNN-based
framework for learning regression models by using Cumulative
Attributes as intermediate features. We evaluate our method
on a number of tasks which includes pain intensity estimation,
Facial Action Unit intensity estimation and age estimation. Our
results show that the proposed method is robust to imbalance
and sparsity present in the training datasets, and performs
significantly better than the current methods where CNNs are
learnt directly for regression.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automatic face analysis is an increasingly popular area of
research due to its potential applications in a wide range of
fields. Recently, there has been a surge of research activity
focussing on its application in healthcare. Pain estimation
([46], [11]), age estimation ([14], [18]) and facial expression
recognition ([21], [51]) are some examples where it has been
applied for healthcare purposes. Regression models are often
used for learning these tasks. It involves learning a mapping
from an input set of features to a real-valued output. This
scalar output is usually modelled as a continuous variable
using regression techniques ([3], [39], [30]). However, a
number of existing approaches also treat it as a discreet
variable and pose it as a multi-class classification problem
([34], [37], [18]). Training regression models for visual tasks
is a difficult problem for a number of reasons. One of
the major challenges is finding a set of optimal features
which is descriptive enough to capture all the relevant
information but which is robust to noise, occlusion variation
in lighting condition and viewing angles at the same time.
Recent advances in deep learning approaches has made this
problem of crafting the right features much easier to solve,
by making it possible to actually learn task-specific features
in a data-driven manner. The rich hierarchical features learnt
using deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have
shown remarkable success in a number of tasks such as

object classification ([25], [49]), face recognition [42], facial
expression recognition [20], etc.

Another major challenge which has received consider-
ably less attention is the problem of learning from imbal-
anced and sparse datasets. Most databases currently avail-
able for facial Action Units (AU) intensity estimation (e.g.
DISFA[37] and McMaster[31]), pain intensity estimation
(e.g. McMaster[31]) and age estimation (e.g. FGNet[41])
have a sparse and highly imbalanced distribution of intensity
labels. For example, in the McMaster database the majority
(82%) of the video frames have neutral expression with
pain intensity level zero. Even when considering only non-
zero intensity levels, the distribution is highly imbalanced
with low intensity pain occurring in many more frames
compared to high intensity pain levels, whose occurrence
is relatively rare. Learning regression models on such im-
balanced datasets can cause training difficulties resulting in
models which are biased towards intensity levels which occur
more frequently. Balancing the dataset for each intensity
level by sub-sampling is not only difficult but it also results
in a waste of precious training data.

One solution to this problem was proposed by Chen et al.
[8], who presented the Cumulative Attribute (CA) approach.
CA does not need any additional labels, or change the
distribution of the data, but applies a transformation of the
original labels into a binary-valued attribute vector which
are then used as the training data of a regressor instead
of the original features. These attributes not only provide
good discrimination between different values of labels but
due to their cumulative nature, labels that are close to each
other are also close together in the attribute space. The
CA features are also able to utilize all data samples for
discriminating each attribute even if there is no sample
available for that attribute alone. This is due to the fact
that the attribute can assigned positively/negatively by the
neighbouring samples. This makes Cumulative Attributes
suitable for learning regression models even in case of sparse
and imbalanced datasets. CA does not need the label space
to be a metric space, it also works on ordinal data, such
as Facial Action Unit intensities. The original approach was
evaluated for crowd density and age estimation using hand-
crafted features [8].

Deep learning currently gives state-of-the-art performance
for classification tasks. However, for regression tasks its
performance is negatively affected by sparse and imbalanced
datasets. It would of course be possible to learn features
using CNNs, then apply the Cumulative Attribute technique



on this to create a distribution-insensitive representation,
and then follow this by a regressor. However, this would
involve three stages of learning, rather than a single end-
to-end learning approach. In this work, we present a deep
learning based framework for learning regression models
from sparse and imbalanced data by integrating the concept
of Cumulative Attributes in the Deep Learning formulation.
The proposed method builds upon the the work in [8],
extending it to CNN framework where the features and
inference engine are learnt in a single end-to-end Deep
Learned network. This method uses deep CNNs to learn
Cumulative Attributes as an intermediate representation for
learning regression models. This representation is robust
to sparsity and data imbalance, and results in significantly
improved performance compared to conventional approaches
where a CNN model is trained to directly predict the output.
In contrast to [8], we also experiment with different loss
functions for learning Cumulative Attributes and show that
Logarithmic loss performs significantly better than Euclidean
loss (originally used in [8]).

The main contributions of this paper are threefold: firstly
we present a novel CNN architecture which learns cumu-
lative attributes in its intermediate layer resulting in robust
models for a number of regression tasks. Secondly we show
that the Logarithmic loss function outperforms the Euclidean
loss function in three problems, including one that the
technique was originally designed for. Thirdly, we show that
the proposed method attains superior performance across a
range of tasks, to wit facial Action Unit intensity estimation,
pain intensity estimation and age estimation.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Attribute Learning

One of the first approaches for attribute learning was pre-
sented by Ferrari et al. [12] who learnt classifiers for man-
ually defined visual attributes. Since then, attribute learn-
ing has received considerable attention and a number of
approaches have been proposed in the past few years (e.g.
[19], [57], [44], [59]). Many of the existing approaches on
attribute learning target classification tasks either using man-
ually defined attributes (e.g. [27], [12]) or using data-driven
learning methods (e.g. [57], [44]). Relatively few approaches
have been proposed for attribute learning in visual regression
tasks. Chen et al. [8] proposed Cumulative Attributes which
is defined as a transformation of the original ground truth
labels into a binary valued vector. In [9], spectral clustering
was used to automatically discover attribute space for visual
regression tasks. Zhang et al. proposed a CNN architecture to
jointly learn facial landmark locations with facial attributes
related to expression, gender and appearance [59]. How-
ever, the attributes required additional manual annotations
at the training stage. In contrast to most of the existing
approaches for attribute learning, our work presents learning
of regression tasks in a CNN based framework without the
requirement of any additional annotations.

B. Pain estimation

Automatic pain recognition has attracted considerable re-
search attention mostly due to its potential application to
health care. Pain recognition is based on the analysis of
pain indicators such as facial expression changes [22], [11],
[38], [45], body movements [2], cry characteristics [6] and
changes in biomedical signals [55], [26]. Following the intro-
duction of the Prkachin and Solomon Pain Intensity (PSPI)
scale [43], a number of studies have focused on classifying
facial expressions of pain. Pioneering work [1], [32] on
automatic pain recognition adopted a binary classification
approach i.e. pain versus no pain. In [4] and [29], this was
extended to recognizing posed pain from real pain.

Modelling pain recognition as a classification problem as-
sumes that pain levels are unrelated discrete classes whereas
neighbouring pain levels are related and do in fact share
characteristics. Consequently, a number of studies [33],
[22], [58], [45], [38], [23], [11] have proposed regression
frameworks for continuous pain estimation. Most of these
[33], [22], [58], [45], [38] use only static facial features
while others [23], [13], [60], [11] have experimented with a
combination of static and temporal features. Results from the
latter show that temporal features improve the performance
of pain recognition models. Following the huge success that
deep learning frame works have recorded in computer vision
applications, a few studies have considered its application to
pain estimation. Egede et al. [11] proposed a 2-level RVM
framework that combines hand-crafted features and deep
learned features for continuous pain estimation. Zhou et al.
[61] proposed recurrent convolutional neural network which
takes a time-windowed frame sequence as input. Martinez
et al. [36] use recurrent neural networks in combination
with Hidden Conditional Random Fields (HCRF) to predict
sequence-level pain intensity.

Compared to many machine learning models, the perfor-
mance of automatic pain recognition systems is still limited
due to the high data imbalance in available pain datasets.
A number of methods have been proposed to deal with this
problem. Both [46] and [60] reduce the original 16-point
PSPI scale to a 5-point scale by categorizing the original
pain levels in a data balancing manner. Majumda et al.
[35] used the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique
(SMOTE) approach for data balancing. Egede et al. [10]
proposed cumulative attributes for pain estimation, learning
the attributes using a multi-output ridge regression model
and doing inference of the pain levels with a subsequent
Relevance Vector Machine. In contrast to using regression
algorithms based on hand-crafted features, we automatically
learn these attributes using CNNs and use the learned at-
tributes for continuous pain estimation.

C. AU intensity estimation

Various approaches have been proposed for automatic pre-
diction facial Action Unit (AU) intensities. Some pose it as
a regression problem and approach it using SVR[3] , ordinal
regression [47], kernel Regression [39]. In [24], a latent tree
based probabilistic graphical model was proposed, aimed



at learning higher order relationship between input features
and multiple AU intensities. In many other approaches, AU
intensity estimation is treated as a classification problem
where each intensity level is treated as a separate class. Such
kind of approaches use classifiers such as Support Vector
Machines (SVM) (e.g. [34], [37]), Markov Random Fields
(MRF) (e.g. [15]), Dynamic Bayesian Networks [28]. Most
of these approaches use hand-crafted appearance features
such as HoG[39]), LBP[24], LGBP[52]. Many approaches
also use shape features computed from locations of facial
landmarks (e.g. [47], [39], [52]).

Recently, a number CNN based approaches have also been
proposed for facial AU intensity estimation. In [16], a CNN
is learnt to jointly predict the occurrence and intensities of
multiple AUs. Another multi-task CNN based architecture
was proposed in [62] which was trained to predict pose
and pose-dependent AU intensity simultaneously. In [53] a
joint CNN-CRF model was proposed to learn multiple AU
intensities and their correlations. Most of these approaches
have focused on developing new architectures which are
specialized for estimating AU intensities and learning the
correlations between the multiple AUs. However, none of
these methods have focused on the problem of learning
regression models using imbalanced and sparse dataset.
Highly imbalanced and sparse distribution of labels are quite
common in databases available for AU intensity estimation
(e.g. DISFA[37] and McMaster[31]).

D. Age estimation

Automatic age estimation from face images has been an
active area of research in the past few years due to its
potential applications in the analysis of demographics, video
surveillance, etc. Age estimation methods usually consists
of a feature extraction step and then a classification or re-
gression step. Majority of the existing approaches use hand-
crafted features such as Gabor [18], HoG[48] or LBP[48]. A
number of approaches pose age estimation as a classification
problem where age is considered as set of discreet classes
which are independent of each other. For example [18] used
Support Vector Machines as classifier for age estimation.
Many other approaches use regression techniques such as
SVR [30] and Partial Least Squares [17]. In order to take
advantage of the relative ordering of the age labels apart from
learning their exact values, ordinal regression approaches
have also been proposed. For e.g. in [5] a Rank-SVM
algorithm was proposed for age estimation. Similarly, in [7],
an ordinal hyperplane ranking algorithm was proposed to
learn relative ordering information in the age labels. Apart
from the traditional handcrafted feature based approaches,
a few CNN based approaches have also been proposed in
recent years (e.g. [54], [56]). In [40] an ordinal regression
approach was used to train a CNN for age estimation.

None of the existing CNN based approaches have focused
on the problem of sparse and imbalanced label distribution.
Chen et al.[8] proposed the use of Cumulative Attributes in
an attempt to solve such problems. However, their approach
used handcrafted features to learn the Cumulative Attributes.

In addition, their approach used Euclidean loss function to
learn the Cumulative Attributes. This work adapts the learn-
ing of Cumulative Attributes in a CNN based framework.
This has the advantage of learning the attributes directly
from the input image instead of using handcrafted features.
Additionally we experiment with different loss functions and
show that Logarithmic loss is more suitable for learning the
Cumulative Attributes.

III. DEEP LEARNED CUMMULATIVE
ATTRIBUTES

A. Cumulative Attributes

Consider training data consisting of images Xi each labelled
with a real-valued quantity yi and i ∈ {1,2, ...,N}, where N
is the total number of images. The objective is to learn a
regression model which is trained to correctly predict the
labels yi of a set of data not seen during training, given
their corresponding input images Xi. Cumulative Attributes
is defined as an intermediate representation Ci obtained
by transforming the original labels yi into a vector whose
elements are given by:

C j
i =

{
1, if j <= yi

0, if j > yi
(1)

where C j
i represents the jth element of the vector Ci. The

size the vector Ci is usually defined as the maximum possible
value of y in the given dataset (assuming y can only take
integer values). Therefore, for any label yi, the Cumulative
Attribute Ci is a vector whose first yi elements are 1 and the
rest of the elements are set to 0. In this way, the continuous
(scaler) values represented by labels yi are transformed into
a vector with binary values. This transformation makes it
suitable for posing the learning objective as a classification
problem instead of a regression problem. In a straightforward
approach where each unique value of y is treated as a separate
class, the error in predicting an example with ground truth
label say 4.0 as 10.0 is the same as the error in predicting
the same as 5.0. On the other hand, in case of Cumulative
Attributes, the error increases proportionally to the difference
between ground truth and prediction.

B. Deep CNN learning with Cumulative Attributes

The training for CNN regression models with Cumulative
Attributes as intermediate features, is done as a two step
procedure. In the first step, the CNN is trained to output
the Cumulative Attribute vector. In the second step, a
regression layer is added which is trained to produce the
final real-valued output y (See Fig.1(a)). Below we describe
these steps in more detail.

Training the Cumulative Attribute layer:
In order to learn the Cumulative Attributes (CA) in a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), we define the output
layer of any CNN to represent the CA layer, so the number
of output nodes is equal to the length of the CA vector. The
objective of the CNN is to predict the CA vector obtained



Fig. 1. Comparison of our proposed CA-CNN approach (left) with non-cumulative attribute based CNN (right). Here LCA represents the Loss layer for
learning the CA layer, Oscaler is the scaler output prediction from the network and LReg represents the loss layer for learning the regression layer. For
CA-CNN approach, the Cumulative attributes are learnt from the CNN and its output is used for learning the final regression layer. For the non-cumulative
attribute CNN (NCA-CNN), the regression layer is learnt directly from the CNN.

by transforming the original label as described in Sec.III-
A, for each training example. We compare and contrast two
loss functions used to train the CNNs, the Euclidean and
Log-loss.

CA-Euclidean loss: This loss function uses the Euclidean
distance metric to compute the loss Leuc given as:

Leuc =
1
N ∑

i
∑

j
(P j

i −C j
i )

2 (2)

where P j
i is the predicted output of the CNN at the jth output

node, for the ith training example. Similar loss function was
used in [8] for learning Cumulative Attributes. The only
difference here is that there is no regularization term here.
The regularization on CNN weights is done using the dropout
technique as described in [50].

CA-Log loss: This loss function uses Logarithmic loss Llog
which can be computed from the predicted output and the
ground-truth label as follows,

Llog =−
1
N ∑

i
∑

j
Log(Z j

i +η) (3)

where,

Z j
i =

{
P j

i , if C j
i == 1

1−P j
i , if C j

i == 0
(4)

and η is regularization parameter added to avoid the loss
becoming infinite. We set this parameter to be 10−4. The
CNN can be trained for predicting the CA vector by using
the backpropagation and mini-batch gradient descent method.

Training the regression layer:
Although the CNN can be trained to predict the CA vector,
which can then be used to predict the original label values y,
it is desirable to have a single network that directly outputs
y. For this reason, an additional fully-connected layer (with
output size equal to 1) is added to the CNN. This layer takes
input from the CA layer and is trained to predict y. For
training the regression layer, a Euclidean loss is computed
as given below,

Lreg = ∑
i
(yi− ŷi)

2 (5)

where ŷi is the output from the regression layer for the ith
training example. Training is again done using the backprop-
agation and mini-batch gradient descent methods. During
training, the weights in all layers prior to the regression
layer are frozen. Only the weights in the regression layer are
allowed to update during the training. After the regression
layer has been trained, the weights in all the layers can
be fine-tuned by doing an end-to-end training of the entire
network.

C. CNN architecture

In order to show how generally applicable our proposed
Deep Learned Cumulative Attribute method is, we will
evaluate it on three different regression tasks: pain intensity
estimation, facial Action Unit (AU) intensity estimation and
Age estimation. For each of these tasks, facial images are
used as input. The CNN architectures that we used for each
of these tasks are described below.

Facial AU intensity estimation: For this task, we used
the dynamic shape and appearance encoding architecture
as proposed by Jaiswal & Valstar [20]. This architecture
consists of 2 input streams: the first stream takes in as input
a short sequence of facial image regions, while the second
one takes a sequence of binary shape masks corresponding
to the same facial regions, computed from facial landmarks.
The facial region is defined according to domain knowledge
of the facial AU being modelled. The network consists of 3
Convolutional layers and 2 fully connected layers. For more
details please refer to [20].

Pain intensity estimation: For this task, we used a simi-
lar architecture as used for facial AU intensity estimation.
However, in this case instead of using small facial regions
of the face as input, the entire face bounding box is used for
computing the input sequence of images and binary shape
masks. This was done because the expression for pain is
not localized to only one particular region of the face as
compared to facial AUs which usually cause local appearance
and/or shape changes.

Age estimation: For this task, we used a CNN architecture
consisting of 6 Convolutional layers and 3 fully connected
layer. All convolutional layers consists of filters of size



3x3. The first 2 convolutional layers consists of 64 filters
followed by a max-pool layer. The next two convolutional
layers consists of 128 filters followed by another max-pool
layer. The last two convolutional layers consists of 256
filters followed by a third max-pool layer. The convolutional
layers are followed by 2 fully-connected layers consisting
of 3072 filters each. The last fully-connected layer is the
output layer whose size depends upon the desired number
of cumulative attributes. For the FG-Net database the size
of the output layer was set to 69. In contrast to the above
architectures, this network consists of only 1 input stream
which accepts a registered full face image of size 70x70
pixels (grayscale). No shape masks were used as input to this
architecture because the objective here was to learn features
which are invariant to changes in facial expressions which
could dominate the variation in shape. Also, since most
databases available for evaluating age estimation models
consist of only static images, we use only one image as input
to CNN instead of a sequence of images as in the above two
architectures.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We evaluated our proposed method on two commonly used
benchmark datasets: the UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain
database for facial Action Unit intensity and pain intensity
estimation, and the FG-Net Ageing database for age estima-
tion. Below we give a brief description of the databases we
used for training and testing our models.

A. Evaluation databases

UNBC-McMaster Shoulder Pain Database. The UNBC
McMaster database [31] is a collection of facial expressions
of patients suffering from shoulder pain. It consist of 200
videos from 25 subjects with an average of seven frames per
subject. Each subject has two categories of videos. In the
first set, the patients are asked to move their arms while in
the second set, a physiotherapist moves the patient’s arms
within bearable limits. All videos are annotated for action
units (AU) and pain intensity on a frame level. The Prkachin
and Solomon (PSPI) [43] 16 point pain scale is used for the
frame-wise pain annotation. The action units are scored on a
5-point intensity scale. ranging from A (min =1) to E (max
= 5). Sequence level pain annotation are also included for
all videos based on Observer Pain intensity (OPI) ratings.

TABLE I
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF PAIN FRAMES IN THE MCMASTER

DATABASE

Pain levels 0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7-10 11-16
% dist. 82.71 10.87 4.57 1.06 0.47 0.32

While the McMaster shoulder pain database provides a
good platform for pain estimation from facial expressions, it
suffers from high data imbalance. Only 17% of the frames
contain pain expression compared to 83% of no-pain signal

TABLE II
AU FRAME DISTRIBUTION IN THE MCMASTER DATABASE

AUs A B C D E Total
4 202 509 225 74 64 1074
6 1776 1663 1327 681 110 5557
7 1362 991 608 305 100 5557
9 93 151 68 76 35 423

10 171 208 63 61 22 525
12 2145 1799 2158 736 49 6887
20 286 282 118 0 20 706
25 767 803 611 138 88 2407
26 431 918 265 478 1 2093
43 2434 - - - - 2434

frames. Table I shows the percentage distribution of pain-
signal frames in the database. A similar pattern is observed
for the AUs with some high level AUs having little or no
representation as shown in Table II. Cumulative attributes
target datasets with sparse data representation for certain
classes which also have shared characteristics. An incremen-
tal feature relationship exists as we move from the low level
AU or pain intensities to higher levels. Thus, the McMAster
database is an ideal platform to evaluate our proposed CA
methodology.

FG-Net Aging Dataset The FG-Net Aging dataset [41]
consists of 1002 images from 82 subjects with ages ranging
from 0 to 69 years. Each subject has an average of 12 age-
separated images. Figure 2 shows the age distribution in
the database. Similar to the McMaster pain database, the
FG-Net data set exhibits high data sparsity for higher ages
with the number of examples decreasing drastically as we
move up the age hierarchy. This is more evident for ages
50 and higher. Though not a desirable database feature, it
allows us to show how deep learned CA features can improve
performance of learning algorithms when compared to deep
learned features that don’t use CA features (called NCA
below, for non-Cumulative Attribute features).
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Fig. 2. Age distribution in the FG-Net Aging dataset



B. Evaluation

Below we describe the evaluation protocol and results ob-
tained for each task. Note that our evaluation protocol is
designed to explicitly and convincingly show the benefit of
using Cumulative Attributes in end-to-end learning over tra-
ditional Deep Learning approaches that either directly regress
the real-valued output or approximate it by a discretising the
output and casting the problem as a multiclass task. We do
not attempt to engineer our system so as to attain state of
the art results for the three use-cases.

Pain estimation: For pain intensity estimation, the models
were evaluated on the McMaster database using a leave-
one-subject-out cross-validation strategy in which all video
frames from one subject are kept aside for testing and the
training is done using the frames from all other subjects.
This process is repeated for each subject and the results
are averaged over all subjects. We trained 3 separate kinds
of models, one model was trained in which no Cumulative
Attributes (NCA) were used and the CNNs were trained to
directly predict the pain intensities (See Fig.1(b)). A second
category of model was trained in which the Cumulative
Attribute layer was used with Euclidean loss (CA-Euclidean
loss). The third and final category of model was trained in
which Cumulative Attribute layer was used with Log loss
(CA-Log loss).

Table III shows the performance of all the three types of
models in terms of Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC)
and Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE). In this table, it can
be observed that in terms of both PCC and RMSE measures
the models using Cumulative Attributes perform significantly
better than the NCA models which shows the advantage
of learning Cumulative Attributes in the intermediate layer.
It can also be observed that in terms of PCC measures,
the CA-Log loss models perform significantly better than
the CA-Euclidean loss models indicating that Log loss is
more suitable for learning the CA layer. Although, in terms
of RMSE measure, the performance of the CA-Log loss
model is slightly less as compared to CA-Euclidean loss,
it should be noted that RMSE is not a good measure for
highly imbalanced and sparse datasets like McMaster where
majority of the pain intensity labels are zero.

For pain estimation, we also experimented with treating
each pain intensity independently and posing it as a multi-
class classification problem. Similar to the regression exper-
iments, three kinds of models were trained: CNN without
CA layer(NCA), CNN with CA-Log loss and CNN with
CA-Euclidean loss. The only difference here is that instead
of training a regression layer with a scaler output, a multi-
output classification layer was trained with softmax loss.
Table IV shows the result for this set of experiments. Here
again, the CA models perform better than NCA models with
CA-Log loss outperforming CA-Euclidean loss in terms of
PCC measure.

Facial AU intensity estimation: The facial AU intensity
models were also trained and evaluated on the McMaster
database. For this set of experiments, a five-fold subject in-

TABLE III
RESULTS OF PAIN ESTIMATION ON MC MASTER DATASET

(REGRESSION).

NCA CA-Euclidean loss CA-Log loss
PCC 0.44 0.47 0.53

RMSE 1.30 1.20 1.23

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF PAIN ESTIMATION ON MC MASTER DATASET

(MULTI-CLASS).

NCA CA-Euclidean loss CA-Log loss
PCC 0.33 0.36 0.41

RMSE 1.28 1.17 1.19

dependent cross-validation approach was used for evaluating
the performance. Similar to experiments for pain intensity,
we trained three kinds of models: NCA, CA-Euclidean loss
and CA-Log loss.

Table V shows the performance of facial AU intensity
models in terms of Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC). In
this table it can be observed that in general CA models per-
form better than the NCA models. However, it is interesting
to note that CA-Log loss models perform significantly better
than the CA models learnt using Euclidean loss. It should
again be noted that RMSE is not a good measure in this case
as majority of the intensity labels are zero.

TABLE V
RESULTS (PCC) FOR AU INTENSITY ESTIMATION ON MC MASTER

DATASET.

AU NCA CA-Euclidean loss CA-Log loss
4 0.02 0.01 0.02
6 0.40 0.40 0.4
7 0.36 0.39 0.45
9 0.04 0.04 0.05
10 0.03 0.13 0.41
12 0.42 0.36 0.34
20 0.0003 0.04 0.02
25 0.33 0.18 0.42
26 0.11 0.14 0.11
43 0.22 0.32 0.25

Mean 0.19 0.20 0.25

Age estimation: The models for age estimation were evalu-
ated on the FGNet database. The performance was evaluated
using a 21 fold subject independent cross-validation. Similar
to the experiments for pain and AU intensity estimation, we
evaluated three kinds of models: NCA, CA-Euclidean loss
and CA-Log loss.

Table VI shows the performance of age estimation models
in terms of Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mean Abso-
lute Error (MAE), Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) ans
Cumulative Score (CS) defined in [14]. We used a threshold
of 5 for calculating the CS measure. From the table, it can
be observed that CA models outperform NCA models. It
can also be observed that CA models trained with Log loss



outperform CA models trained with Euclidean loss, by a
large margin.

TABLE VI
RESULTS OF AGE ESTIMATION ON FGNET DATABASE.

NCA CA-Euclidean loss CA-Log loss
RMSE 9.41 9.33 8.56
MAE 7.1 7.15 5.91
PCC 0.68 0.70 0.75
CS 0.44 0.44 0.58

V. CONCLUSIONS

We introduced a CNN based framework for learning
regression models which can handle sparse and imbalanced
datasets. The proposed framework employs an intermediate
Cumulative Attribute layer from which the final output layer
is learnt. The Cumulative Attribute layer was learnt using
two different loss function: Euclidean-loss and Log-loss.
Experiments show that in general the CA-CNN framework
performs better than Non-Attribute based CNNs. It was also
shown that CA layer trained with Log-loss significantly
outperforms CA layer trained with Euclidean loss, on a
number tasks which includes pain intensity, facial AU
intensity and age estimation.
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